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Overview
The main topic of this investigation is memory and place. The study uses
qualitative and quantitative research methods with the aim of addressing
the question of, “how landscape design generates interactive layers that
last in a community’s memory within a constantly evolving neighborhood
demographics?” This thesis is divided into three phases:
Phase I explores the evolving neighborhood in New York City. Specifically
focusing on communities with high immigrant populations located in Queens.
This phase helps develop a stronger understanding of the issues associated
with gentrification and the impacts it has on immigrant neighborhoods and
provides the groundwork for the rest of the investigation. Utilizing case study
research, on-site observations, and site analysis in order to understand the
questions: how does the gentrification process happens in these immigrant
enclaves; what are the influences and how community members living in
immigrant enclaves enjoy public social life.
Phase II focuses on studying the existing layers overlapped on the study
site and the spatial quality between the streets. The purpose of researches
conducted in this phase is to analyze the potential within the streets, explore
the reason of street vitality and generate a series of proposal strategies for
programs to deploy in these areas.
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Phase III is the final design phase for this project. In this phase, a structural
layer was designed to provide several different programs during both day
and night and that would work across the 4 seasons, all located on the same
site. The purpose of the design is to engage the public, as well as test how
minimized structure could support maximized activities within a community.

Site

The site is located in Downtown Flushing, Queens, NY where there are major
constructions going on and is an area that has been attracting a large Asian
immigrant population since 1970s There is an area between riverside and the
center of downtown Flushing called Flushing West. It once had a zoning plan,
which has been paused years ago because of the disagreement and objections
based on the evolving demographics of the neighborhood.
Flushing West today has become a typical immigrant enclave for Asian
immigrants since 1970s, most of which are immigrants from China, Korean,
India and Bangladesh. The Asian population is over 70% around the center
area.
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Phase 1 Investigation
Immigration and Their Gathering Places
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Abstract

In phase I, the main issue is to figure out generally how Immigrant Enclaves
formed, transformed during the past century and the gentrification process
appearing before or after the immigration waves. Narrowing down to a
specific site, Flushing West, the quesion becomes about what public life shared
by the communities in this enclave and how they position themselves in the
gentrification process.
In order to answer the questions, several research methods were conducted,
including literature review, precedent study, site visit, on-site interview and
questionnaire.
After the research in this phase, following conclusions have been made.
The immigrant enclaves have been changed greatly during the last century.
Gentrification influenced a lot on the enclaves but this process is inevitable.
Different groups, divided by generation and language abilities, inside an
enclave community have different emotion to the place and treat the place in
different way.
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Questionnaire Sample

Introduction

The main issues researched in the Phase I is to understand how Immigrant
Enclaves formed, transformed during the past century and the gentrification
process appearing before or after the immigration waves as well as what public
life those communities share and what social environment those cultural, most
of them are mono-cultural, gathering places provide.

Methods

1. Literature review
2. Precedent study
3. Site visit
4. On-site interview and questionnaire

The site for further research is called Flushing West, which located in the west
of Flushing Downtown, Queens, NYC, near the Flushing Creek. It has become
a typical immigrant enclave for Asian immigrants since 1970s. Developers took
advantage of its language influence, affordable rent and convenient public
transportation, Metro Line 7 and LIRR, to create a larger scale Asian town out
of Manhattan in the suburb area of New York City.
The fast growth of this place lead to a lot of social issues, for example,
gentrification. In this case, more and more immigrants in the future and the
gentrification process itself are not avoidable. Research in this phase aims to
figure out the life quality of community living in Flushing West, which includes
public life, infrastructure and facilities, also what dreams these people have
and how they see the gentrification process around them.
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Phase 1 Investigation
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19th & Early 20th Century Immigrant Enclaves Distribution

Immigrant Enclaves in NYC Today

Mapping of the past and recent Immigrant enclaves reveals the change of
space where immigrants from different culture backgrounds gathered. These
immigrant enclaves seems moving from the central NY city towards suburb
area and enlarging their scales without the limitation of the city grid in
Central Manhattan. In addition, immigrants today tend to have more various
culture backgrounds.

The way that immigrants managed their enclaves is based on their culture
background. Many immigrant enclaves became famous tourism spots
because of their rich culture, restaurants and handicraft. Although the forms
and density of these places changed a lot today, the vitality within the streets
and unique cultural atmosphere stays in most of the immigrant enclaves.

From Urban to Suburb

Cultural Isolation/ Ethnic Mosaic

Enlarging in scale

Become Waystaion

More investment
in real-estate,
Higher rent,
Less needs,
Immigrant move
out

Immigrants flow
in, change the
place to suit
particular cultural
needs
Increasing Cultural Backgrounds
Gentrification

Diagram of the changes of Immigrant Enclaves

Because of the huge scale of the newly arisen immigrant enclaves, most of
those enclaves naturally form communities, which contains residential area,
retails, public system and other convenient facilities. In most of the immigrant
enclaves, English is even not a primary language. Many community members
relied a lot on convenience and mutual support within the single enclave.
This situation caused the isolation of many of the immigrant group who do
not have language ability or opportunity to engage with others outside their
enclave.

To immigrants who have ability and resource to communicate with the
outside-enclave society, immigrant enclaves are more like a way station than
a destination.
People who gentrify are usually new transplants to a city, changing it to
suit their particular cultural needs. The immigrant groups first started
gentrification to establish place for their perticular needs. When they blends
in with other communities around after decades, another gentrification
process would happen for new inhabitants who took over the place.
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Case Study: Astoria, Queens

A large increase of Greek population from Europe immigrate to Astoria,
Queens since the 1960s.
While the population of Greeks in Astoria was 22,579 in 1980, it dropped to
18,127 by 1990 due to decreased immigration and lower birth rates.
The flow-in and move-out of the greek community in Astoria gives us a clear
example of the gentrification in the suburb immigrant enclaves.
1960s

1980s

Original Community

Immigrant Community

Farming

Industrial

Now
Mixed Community

Commercial
Astoria, New York City

Astoria, New York City
Astoria, New York City

Astoria, New York City

Diagram of Gentrification Process in Astoria
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Site: Flushing West

lushing West was a name given to a river side area located in the
downtown Flushing, Queens, NYC. It once had a zoning plan which has
been paused years ago.
Flushing West has became a typical immigrant enclave for Asian
immigrants since 1970s, most of which are immigrants from China,
Korean, India and Bnagaladesh. Today the Asian population is over 70%.
1970s
Original Community

Farming

Now
Immigrant Community

Industrial

?

Commercial
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History of Flushing West

Dutch Colony
Era,
Flushing was
named and
established
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Community Study

2000
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Language is the Gathering
Force

Vibrant Street Life

2010

Flushing as a Way Station,
Not Destination

Flushing has greatly changed its culture, appearance, even the
smell within the community in the last 50 years.
Those great changes are caused by the influx of foreign
immigration, especially Asian immigrant. Gentrification process
also took place in this area because of the oppotunity brought in
by the new culture and energy.
Diagram of the Asian Population in Queens, Darker the Color, Denser the Population
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One typical group is Asian Elderly group.
Most of them barely speak English. Them
live closely with their family and have little
willing to move.

Nanshan Senior
Center

Small Business
along the Street,
Most of them
related to food
Residential,
Public Housing
St. George's
Church,
Gathering of
Religious

Another typical group in the community
is Asian young group. Some of them
were born in Flushing, some of them just
immigrated from other parts of the world.
In general they have good language ability.

Public Library

Wensor School,
Gathering of
Education
Small Business
along the Street

Groups within the Community
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Current Condition of Flushing West
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Findings + Conclusions

The following conclusions have been made during phase 1:

2.
Most of the current immigrant enclaves have public life but is limited
inside the enclave because of the lack of interaction and communication with
the larger urban matrix. The reasons caused poor interaction are varied in
different situation, but language and culture are the primary reasons.

businesses located along the streets, as well as a booming local food service
industry. However, the basic infrastructures and public program in this area
are not in a high quality level compared to other area in the New York City.
Regardless of the poor infrastructure condition, there are more and more
major construction projects and development taking place in Flushing West.
Most of these projects are luxury residential projects and are pushing out
Chinese immigrants and middle class New York citizens. In the foreseeable
future, there would be more immigrants transplanting into Flushing West and
gentrification process is inevitable.

3
In the case of Flushing West, a lot of young immigrants treat the place
as a tmporary transition station and not a final destination. While elder group
in the community view the neighborhood with more investment and have
greater emotional and financial ties to the area. This difference in attitudes on
the topic of public life between generations has lead to […].

The attitude of the local community facing this specific gentrification issue
is controversy. Many of them are afraid of embracing new comers because
they are scared of losing access to resources and even their homes. Others,
especially the young generations, are eager to move out of the neighborhood
and welcome new communities of people coming in.

4
The basic infrastructure and facilities are in a poor condition in Flushing
West. Although there are a lot of small businesses along the street, the street
life in Flushing West cannot be counted high in quality.

Ironically, Flushing was once a predominantly white neighborhood, which is
founded by European immigrants in 16th century. It is only 50 years this suburb
area became a hip gathering spot for immigrates especially Asian immigrates,
replacing the status of the old and expensive Chinatown and Little Korea in
Manhattan. Right now when you wandering along the street in Downtown
Flushing, the previous history and lifestyle once existed in Flushing has been
no clue to trace.

1
Immigrant enclaves changed greatly in the past century in the site,
size and composition.

Downtown Flushing West is exemplary of an immigrant neighborhood that
has developed because of gentrification. Asian immigrants were pushed out
of downtown Manhattan and Chinatown because of the high cost of living and
have established a community in Flushing West. Within these few blocks and
streets, a lot of immigrant owned commercial and retailing shops have been
established and have grown in the neighborhood.
Presently, Flushing West has a vibrant street lifestyle because of all the small
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There are many controversies around language, generation, culture and the
current development going on in this neighborhood. Everything is unsure in
the next 50 years. In the inevitable trend of gentrification, one thing at least we
can do is facing it with positive attitude. The conclusions in phase 1 have lead

to a rich understanding of the neighborhood and the concerns that residents
have. Phase two will begin to explore how to create opportunities for various
communities to interact with each other instead of having barriers created by
language and culture. The next series of explorations uses landscape design
as a way to facilitate opportunities, which engage different generations and
cultural groups. Attempting to answer the question, could each community
member living in Flushing get the equal chance to leave their marks and gain
their memory with this place?

Assessment

Phase 1 was successful in helping to develop a base knowledge of the site and
an understanding of the concerns within the community. In person interviews
and questionnaires were critical in gathering information from community
members and was extremely successful. While the interviews were important
for gaining an understanding of the issues that residents of Flushing West had,
translating the anecdotal evidence was difficult.
The topic of gentrification in a place is difficult to comprehend and thus proses
a challenge in documenting as it happens overtime, this made it difficult to find
precedent examples. Phase 2 will put more emphasis on finding precedent
studies that show how gentrification has impacted areas and local communities.
Based on the findings from phase I, I adjusted my topic from helping the
communities interact with each other to using landscape as a tool to help
the community members leave their traces and create their memory with the
specific place.
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Phase 2 Investigation
Layers of Place
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Abstract

In phase II, the main topic is about how to explore the potentials within those
streets and existing infrastructures to generate interactive layers that will
last in community’s memory within the continuously evolving neighborhood
demographics? Questions are aroused including: what are the historic layers
left before the massive Asian immigrate waves on this site? What are the
existing Asian immigrate cultural traces? How real streets on the site looks
like?
After this phase of investigation, measurement and exploration, the exiting
layers of this site reveals that this area once was a traditionally designed New
York neighborhood, by the street materials and grid. Meanwhile, the street
layers also show how Asian culture influences this place greatly. The street
vitality and energy are all relied on the active street life. The potentials in these
streets are huge. Materials, plants and the scale of sidewalks are all worth
reshaped to accommodate a vibrant immigrate community.
The methods used during this phase were: mapping, section drawing based on
on-site measurements and intuitive hand drawing on street photos.
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Mapping of Landuse Layers
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Introduction

The main issues explored in this phase is to figure out what are the existing
layers, whether the historic memory before the massive Asian immigrate waves
or the newly added immigrate cultural layers in this place. Continued research
was conducted in order to figure out the spatial qualities of the existing street
grid. Paying careful attention to how the different layers of traffic, plants,
materials, infrastructure, and first floor retail space overlap within this unique
street experience. These characteristics must be considered in order to design
appropriate spaces that accommodate the diverse use of the street and to
maintain the vitality of the cultural neighborhood.

Methods

1. Precedent study
2. Mapping
3. Section cut drawings based on on-site measurements
4. Intuitive hand drawing on street photographs

There are a lot of findings after measurement and observation on site provide
perspectives and topics of this place. The intuition is to generate a general
interactive layer to serve as a base layer for further programs, cultural traces
and memories of the place to be added on.
In phase II, documentation of the exploration process becomes important since
one of the final outcomes is to provide an example of a research method that
covers the process of how an elder landscape can be designed, programed,
and managed.
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Phase 2 Layers of Place

Mapping of Street Grid and Buiding
Context
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Site Photo of Materials

Main Street & Roosevelt Street

Main Street & 39th Street

138th Street

Restaurant

Food Market

Other Street
Retailing
Mapping of Street Retails

Near LIRR Station, Market
Diagram of Facades along Streets in Flushing West
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Mapping of Tree Species
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Jan.
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Japanese Flowering Cherry,
Prunus serrulata
Seasonal Change of Tree Species, Oriental Tree Species are Marked Red

The traditional street tree species choosen for the site are all native tree
species like American Basswood, Red Oak and Pin Oak. As more and more
Asian immigrate culture dominates Flushing West, tree species planted later
tend to be more Oriental originated.

Tree species I found on this site are all deciduous trees. The deciduous trees
give this place a clear seasonal feeling. In each season, the dominated colors
are totally different.
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Proposal Perspectives
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PROPOSAL STRATEGY

Surface Course
Surface Course
Base Course
Base Course
Subbase
Subbase

Paver
Paver
Bedding
Concrete
Bedding Concrete
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Reduce
parking
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Reduce
streetstreet
parking
space.
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street
parking
public
space.
Transform
the extra
street
parking
lane lane
into into
public
space.
Introduce
plants
into public
Introduce
plants
into public
life. life.
1. Reduce street parking space.
2.Transform the extra street parking lane into public space.
3.Introduce plants into public life.
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Proposal Perspectives
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Use street trees to indicate the entrance corridor to the gathering space.

1. Use street trees to indicate the entrance corridor to the gathering space.
2. Transform the impervious hard surface to pervious surface.
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Proposal Perspectives
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Reform the constructed hard surface terrace.
1. Reform the constructed hard surface terrace.
2. Create a vagetated slope for public gathering and recreation.
3. Link other green spaces to create a green area network.
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Proposal Perspectives
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Use the out space of the No. 1 Parking Garage to create a cultural center for engaging the community.
Transformed the old clumsy parking garage to a green structure.

1. Use the out space of the No. 1 Parking Garage to create a cultural center
for engaging the community.
2.Transformed the old clumsy parking garage to a green structure.
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Framework
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FOOD MARKET
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Diagram of Food Circle

Diagram of Street Attraction Change
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Findings + Conclusions

In phase II, the main research topic is figuring out the potentials within the
target site. In order to explore the topic, first step is to study the different
layers overlapped on the site and distinguish each layers to find the potential
strategies to work with. Design in the next phase should be connected with
the strategies.
Findings are:
1
The vitality and energy brought by business and entertainment within
the streets is a traditional character in Asian cultural. In Flushing West, the
same character is preserved within traditional western culture influenced
street grid and design. However, since the street life is not mature, the public
life is limited in business behaviors.
2
Parking space takes almost half of the surface in Flushing West.
Especially the street parking even took the space of normal driving lanes. In
weekdays, some of the parking space becomes vacant lands since less people
came to enjoy the restaurants and entertainment. In order to transform the
public life on site, parking space, especially street parking space is critical to
work with.
3
The No. 1 parking garage is inevitable to talk about since the heavy
constructed garage took a vast surface in the central spot of Flushing West.
In order to create a welcoming atmosphere on the streets to stimulate the onsite public life. This garage should also be transformed to respond to the rest
of design.
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Phase 3 Design
Build The Frame
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Abstract

Phase 3 is an investigating on how to design one structure system that could
provide different strategies for programs. The design is connected with the
general topic how interactive public life, especially public programs, evolves
along with the changing neighborhood demographics. The main findings
includes:
1.
Designing a public space is no longer as simple as designing a single
construction feature plugged in the planning. Instead, public space design is a
part of a dynamic system where intangible relationships are tied between the
urban surface and the society.
2.
Open urban surfaces is valuable and rare today, this is why vacant
lands is not the only choice for designing public space. Instead, streetscapes,
alleyways, even adaptive reuse of existing buildings are all future opportunities
to root public programs in order to active public life within a community.
3.
As the community demographic is changing all the time, the programs
could be selected and evolve along with the changing demographics and
needs of the community. It is necessary to transform the constructed structures
physically and spatially since the programs are temporary.
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Introduction

In the final phase, the main focus is how to create a structural layer overlapped
on the site surface to provide frames for various programs. The final output
includes both physical strategies design and participating program planning.

Methods

1. Diagraming the Existing Condition
2. General Planning of the Programs
3. Case Study and Tests of the Physical Structure Design
4. Producing Scenarios of Different Programs Registered in the Same 		
Structure System
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Phase 3 Context Research

Existing Daytime Light and Shadow Diagram

Summer 21% Summer 23%
Summer 14%

Summer 20%

Summer
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Spring/Fall 44% Spring/Fall 60%
Summer 6%

Spring/Fall 29%

Spring/Fall 77%
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Spring/Fall 21%

Winter 100%
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Winter 38%

Existing Night Light Diagram
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Phase 3 Physical Strategies

Understand better of the site context.
Analyze light and shadow condition on the site.
Measure the detail height and width within the streets.
Get a better picture about how to plan different scenarios all around the site.

Select the suitable programs for the site.
Better understand how programs will provide engaging opportunities that link the whole commu
Use the parking garage space wisely to provide the main gathering space.
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Phase 3 Program Scenarios

Scenario of 37 Ave. West
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Phase 3 Program Scenarios

Scenario of 38 Ave.
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Phase 3 Program Scenarios

Scenario of 138 th Street & No.1
Parking Garage
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Findings + Conclusions

In phase III, designing one structure system layer that could provide several
spatial and physical strategies for different programs in an evolving community
is the main goal to achieve. In this design phase, the focus is not only on
physical and material strategies but also the overall planning of possible
programs rooted in the structures and urban surface.

alleyways, even adaptive use of the existing buildings are all future opportunities
to root public programs, in order to activate public life within a community. In
Flushing West, the request of parking space is varied within weekdays and
weekend. The balance between parking space and public space has possibility
to be modified.

Not like those long-lasting public programs or social space which need
particular maintenances and management in order to avoid the infrastructure
failure and safety issues based on lack of popularity. The design concept in the
phase III takes advantage of the vitality within the streets and transforms the
streetscapes into flexible public spaces that change over time based on the
community’s needs and composition.

3.
As the community demographic is changing all the time, the programs
could be selected and evolved along with the changes. It is necessary to
transform the constructed structures physically and spatially since the
programs are temporary.

The final goal of introducing the system to Flushing West is to help the evolving
neighborhood members interacted with each other, as well as helping the
minority immigrant community to engage with the outside world.
Main Findings are:
1.
Designing a public space is no longer as simple as designing a single
construction feature plugged in the overall planning but become a part of a
dynamic system where intangible relationships are tied between the urban
surface and the society. In this case, plazas and urban green space have already
been found in the existing layers. However, since the evolving community relies
on the vitality of the streets, those fixed public spaces are no longer active in
community’s daily life.
2.
Open urban surfaces is valuable and rare today, this is why vacant
lands is not the only choice for designing public space. Instead, streetscapes,
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4.
In order to achieve the goal of engaging evolving communities,
creating a space, which is familiar and attractive to both of the existing
and new community members is significant. In Flushing, The demographic
changed greatly in the past 50 years from a white middle-class town to an
Asian immigrant enclave. In the future, Asian immigrants will likely continue to
move to this area. Providing flexible designs that accommodate the changing
needs of the community is important and was the driving force behind this
inquiry.

Assessment

The first shortcoming in phase III is the lack of exploration into the physical
forms of gathering spaces on the site. The proposed strategies could be
further examined and refined through the physical modeling process. Because
of the lack of physical model tests, the final design is not that convincing to
provide the exact physical feelings I proposed.
Also, planning of the phase III is challenged since the previous study did not
include some of the critical information about the site. The back and forth
between studies of the existing layers of the site waste a lot of time.
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Overall Assessment
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Final Conclusions

Evolving communities like immigrant enclaves are faced with multiple social
issues. One of them is the issue of gentrification, which causes conflict between
long-time residents and new-coming community members (Alex Wall). Another
issue is cultural isolation for the existing communities, the contrast between
insider and outsider perspectives further enhances their attachment to the
local community and discourages them from interacting with the outside (Yu,
Shaolu).
For many of the social issues, public social activity is the hope for smoothing
the conflicts and bridging the differences. On the urban surface, vacant lands,
streetscapes, alleyways, even adaptive use of the existing buildings are all
manipulated to provide opportunities for programming that could help them
develop similar interests while easing the differences between the two groups.
However, society today continuously changes and evolves its neighborhood
demographics. Urban surface for public is no longer a single construction
feature that can be plug into any urban situation; they are a part of a dynamic
urban system where intangible relationships are tied between the surface and
the community that uses it.
How to make the interactive programs last longer to help us identify the place
and engage with the surrounding neighborhoods? Should the designers only
provide the community a framework, which could be filled in with evolving
programs proposed by communities? Would there be strategies for launch
programs on urban surface? The questions would only be answered through
our persistent practices and further investigation.
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Final Assessment

Throughout the whole thesis process, there are several shortcomings that
need to be mentioned.
The first is the time schedule. Many of the research and study works are
overlapped and conducted ineffectively. In phase II, the street sections are
reproduced since the study in phase I is too rough and loss of details.
The second shortcoming is the lack of physical practices. Some important
models are not produces, which caused the extra time spent on understanding
the physical feelings and feasible structural forms.
The third shortcoming is the representation skills. In the final phase, produced
rendering drawings could not fully explain how the structures worked on site,
which caused misunderstanding.
Overall, the research is effective and useful for the later design and planning
phase. Through the three phases, the critical thesis question is answered in
different perspectives. However, the final outcome seems narrow in topic and
the conclusions feel rushed.
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